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KENMORE BAPTIST CHURCH MANUSCRIPT, 12TH DECEMBER 2010 (LOGOS)1

WHAT DIFFERENCE DOES THIS BABY MAKE?
**DRAMA: CHRIS & SUE CHAPMAN + POWERPOINT // 4 MINUTES**

[Herod] Tis I. Herod the royal type king. The all
bow and scrape your noses in the raw sewage
type crown wearing king. Rejoice, I have arrived!
Bring in the music, celebrations, dancing girls,
dancing boys, why be narrow minded. Now which
palace shall I visit today? I have the summer
palace, winter palace, autumn and spring palaces
and the palace for when I’m between seasons and
not sure which mood I’m in. And they’re all mine
because I deserve the best. I want the best and I...
[Mary] I never realised just what was going to be involved when the angel appeared to me that
day. You don’t exactly get up in the morning, fetch the water, stoke the fire and then check the
diary and say, Oh my gosh, the angel is coming at 9 and my hair is still a mess. I mean however can
I agree to being the Lord’s hand maiden if I can’t even maintain a decent appearance? You just
don’t say that. And after it happens, you don’t just go, Right well thanks for the nice annunciation.
Have a good day. Don’t trip on the cat on the way out. And then go on to shell the peas and sweep
the floor. The whole day is just a blur. Suddenly, you realise you’re serving as part of a huge
amazing plan. I couldn’t believe I was going to be one of the Lord’s...
[Herod] Servants! Where the hell are you? When I
call I expect action and fast. Where’s my bath. I
am supposed to have 40 slaves assigned to my
water and bath filling needs, and adding just the
right amount of bath salts and herbs for the skin.
What do you mean it’s gone cool while I was
talking. Tip it all out and refill the lot. That’s the
trouble with water- it needs constant renewing.
And while I’m waiting, bring me food, edibles and
yummy snacks of the most expensive and exotic
type, on trays piled ceiling-scrapingly high. I feel
like a bite or two. And anything I don’t finish I
throw out. I WANT THE FRESHEST ONLY. That’s
the trouble with food, it needs constant...
[Mary] Trips to the well for water making sure there’s enough for drinking and washing. It was
always a worry. Galilee isn’t exactly known for its floods. Sometimes at the end of a hot dusty day
you’d wish you could just get really clean. And there was never a lot of food on the table no
matter how hard we worked. Obesity wasn’t a problem in our house. Not much food, but then it’s
not how much you have but what it means to you. Like living water and the bread of life. It lasts
forever. It never needs renewing. It just goes on and …
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[Herod] On and on with this ridiculous situation
and we’ve been through it all before. Now when I
go out of my palace for a chariot ride I don’t want
to see sick people, lepers and disease ridden
beggars. I wish they’d all just go somewhere else
and lie down and die. Now as usual, today I will
be going through the main street and out the
eastern gate to the olive groves and I want the
main street cleare4d. No sick beggars, no lepers
outside the walls. Nothing.
I want a pleasant view when I drive: not filth …
[Mary] All round in that stable. How could we keep a new born clean in a place like that? There I
was, trying to have a baby and there’s horse poo and sheep poo and cow poo all round and that’s
where the son of God was born. I mean what if the baby got sick? And then what? Visitors. Hordes
of shepherds and none of them too clean either. But you know they may have been pretty filthy
but they were all there for one reason- to see the baby. They all came to worship …
[Herod] Worship the ground I walk on and why
not. That’s what a\happens when you’re a king.
Well, after they’d done the appropriate honours
these foreign savages had the nerve to tell me
they’d see a sign in the stars that a king was going
to be born round here somewhere. Well I had a
few alternative ideas about that myself. I know
who’s king round here and it’s me and no one
else. But not to worry. I got a bit of information
about when they saw the sign and how old this
pretender is likely to be now and I formulated a
little plan to ensure I stay on top where I belong.
I’ll make sure no one forgets the name of Herod.
[Mary] Herod was going to try and kill the baby. So we were off travelling as fast as we could night
and day. We were running from living in an occupied land where the Romans ordered us round all
day, travelling to Egypt and it was hot and dusty and dangerous and we didn’t even speak
Egyptian. And yet we knew that the Lord had his hand on us all. We were parts of his plan and that
he would lead us to freedom. We didn’t walk to anyone else’s drum. We followed our Lord
wherever he led.
"I would never have guessed the difference this baby would make"
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“Unto Us a Child is Born.” So What? [BrenW]
It’s Christmas and we all know what that
means. It’s the one time of year obese
people in red clothing become cool, and
we get to go round to the Nix’s house to
see their amazing light display. But it’s
actually a powerful time we can reflect on
the question: What impact can the birth
of one baby have?
Historian N.T Wright puts it well, that
Jesus’ birth into this world by a virgin is
not simply an isolated and unusual miracle. It is the beginning of a Kingdom not like
any seen before. Partly because you can’t actually see it. The Magi brought three
gifts for Jesus that were fit for a King, precisely because he was a King. The gospels
show that Jesus wasn’t just a traveling rabbi preaching about the Kingdom of God
and performing a ministry of healing people; he was also bringing radical social
change and his followers continue today to transform society. That change was to
come in the form of a new Kingdom, a new order, a new way of doing things. And
this Kingdom, Jesus said, was here now, but like a seed growing into a tree, it was
still coming.
In Isaiah chapter 9 it says “unto us a child
is born, to us a son is given.” It goes on to
say his Kingdom will establish justice and
righteousness from that time on and
forever. That is what the heart of today’s
message is about. The biggest difference
Jesus’ birth made is that it ushered in a
Kingdom of justice and righteousness.

Today’s message is being presented by
the LOGOS team, and we are a ministry
at KBC dedicated to commending and
defending the Christian faith. We want
to open eyes so everyone can see the
light of Christ. But to see God’s light in a
baby born way back then, we need to see
how it is relevant right now—to see that
Jesus’ birth is the solution to humanity’s
most pressing problems today.
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Previously LOGOS has looked at extreme poverty and the environmental challenges
facing the planet—arguably two of the biggest global issues in existence. Today we
want to look at several more. I’ll start by discussing human slavery, Bec will consider
the HIV/AIDS epidemic, and Tammy will talk about how nearly one-third of the
world doesn’t have enough to eat or clean water to drink.
One of the reasons these things are
worth talking about is that Christians
have always done this. Historically where
Christians have seen injustice, it has been
passionately preached about from the
pulpit and the church has changed the
world. This is how Christians today live in
the legacy of Jesus’ birth. The difference
one birth has made is that hospitals have
been started, orphanages and schools
built, slavery outlawed, people set free,
and lives transformed.
Before I start though I just want to be clear this message is about inspiration, not
information. Now, being LOGOS, I admit we’ve jam packed in lots of info. But that’s
not the point. The point is that the Christian church should be proud that it is part of
the solution to some of the world’s biggest problems. By sharing today we want to
show you how Jesus’ birth has impacted the world. Our hope is that this message
might inspire you to make or continue making a difference, not for guilt but for love.
Part of letting Christmas change your life
is to see that Heaven and Earth are made
for each other. Jesus taught us to pray
“[God’s] Kingdom come now on earth as
it is in heaven.” In Jesus’ birth we see
heaven literally coming to earth. The
challenge this Christmas is to realize that
we are meant to be those points of
intersect and interlock between heaven
and earth. Our actions in the present—
painting, preaching, singing, praying,
teaching, building hospitals, digging wells, campaigning for justice, caring for the
needy, every act of love, and gratitude—are all part of God’s kingdom, now but also
forever. And it’s all part of the difference Jesus’ birth made and the difference God
wants our births to make.
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SLAVE TRAFFICKING … The Difference this Baby Makes [BrenW]
The first example of the difference Jesus’
birth has made is in dealing with slavery.
Modern day slavery takes many shapes.
It includes trafficking of women and
children for sex, bonded labour,
involuntary servitude, debt bondage, sex
tourism and child soldiers to name just a
few of its manifestations. It’s
multifaceted and multinational. Present
estimates consider that there is between
12.3 and 27 million children, women and
men in slavery around the world.
Whether it’s 12 or 27 million, either number means that more people today are
enslaved than during the whole of the trans-Atlantic African slave trade. In fact
probably that is more than all the people living in Australia. Economically this is an
industry presently worth at least 32 billion dollars in profit—more than the
individual gross domestic product of half the countries in the world.
These numbers are large and it can be easy to forget that each one of the untold
millions is a person, an individual being made in God’s image.
Today is about sharing their stories, and of the hope that God’s Kingdom, through
his church in action, brings. It’s about realizing that people do make it out of slavery
but it takes the prayer and action of Christians living to see God’s Kingdom on Earth.
The story of slavery itself is as old as time
and it stands as one of the darkest stains
on human history. It’s easy, 2,000 years
on from Jesus’ birth, to wonder at its
relevance to the problems of our times.
But the whole point we want to show
today is that his birth is still relevant, and
the impact of his birth is still
reverberating through history. It’s still
changing lives and impacting for good and
for God, some of the great challenges
facing the world today.
In considering slavery it is interesting to think that Jesus would most likely have seen
it face-to-face during his lifetime. In the first century world, where Jesus was born,
slavery was prolific. The difference Jesus’ birth made is that he brought into the
consciousness of the world the sacred dignity and rights of every human being. One
of the victories God’s Kingdom has had is that we don’t have to win the moral war
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on slavery. Other than slave traders, most everyone agrees slavery is wrong and
almost all countries on earth have laws making it illegal.
That is partly the result of perhaps one of
the most shining example of the
Christian slave-abolitionist William
Wilberforce, who spent 51 years working
desperately through the British
parliament to have slavery banned and
all slaves of the British Empire freed.
Since then thousands of Christians have
continued his struggle.
Behind me is teenager Zach Hunter, a
follower of Jesus who was inspired by the
story of Wilberforce. So much so that
before he had left high school, he had
raised thousands of dollars to rescue
victims of slavery, he’d published three
books including Be the Change, and now
he is an international speaker who
presents to hundreds of thousands of
people a year on the subject of slavery.
And he’s still a teenager!
These people are not alone though. Met
Danny Smith who years ago was at a
missions conference in the Philippines,
and met with an Irish priest, Father Shay,
who showed him all the children that he
ministered too who were in forced
prostitution.
What Danny Smith found on his return
home to Britain is that there were no
laws to prosecute British tourists who
abused these children in the Philippines. So he lobbied the government for change.
Initially they ignored him, but after Danny Smith went undercover with a TV crew
and the story went to air, the public were outraged and the government changed
the laws. Like Wilberforce before him he sought a change to the law which has
made children safer. But it gets better.
He later travelled to his birth country of India and another Christian missionary
there exposed him to the horrible plight of those caught in the red-light district of
Bombay. He spoke with the girls who told similar stories of being tricked, and sold
into forced prostitution. One of the girls he spoke with was Asha, who told him that
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what was needed to rescue girls was a house for them. He returned home, raised
the money, and started a home. While they were struggling for money, first George
Harrison (from the Beatles, people) heard about this home for rescued child
prostitutes, and donated part of the profit of a Beatles Anthology album. Next
international comedian Billy Connolly was introduced to how this group was
rescuing children, and he was so moved he donated enough money for Danny Smith
to start a second home.
Now these two homes in India have rescued and provided a life for over 100 girls.
Asha, the first girl ever rescued, is now a married woman with her own child, and
she has rescued many other children in slavery. This is it! This is the difference a
birth makes. This is the Kingdom of God, bringing together a little girl to be
supported by a singer of the Beatles and a world famous comedian.
But that isn’t even the end of it. At the
start I mentioned that the first time
Danny Smith met people living in slavery
was through a no-name unheard of Irish
priest, Father Shay, working to free
children in the Philippines. Father Shay
went on to found an organization
dedicated to rescuing slaves, called Preda.
It started out as basically just him, riding
in like a cowboy, a knight in shining
armour, and rescuing women and
children in the sex industry. A typical story is he’d rock up with police at a brothel
where children were prostitutes. Then, while the owner would bribe the police
officer to go away, Father Shay would just put the nearest child in his van, and drive
off. He literally rescued people. His foundation, Preda, is now internationally known
and Father Shay has been nominated 3 times for the Nobel Peace prize.
And Preda is just one explicitly Christian
organization doing this kind of thing.
Anti-Slavery International was founded
in 1839, yes 1839, by the same people
who led the campaign for the abolition
of the slave trade in 1807 with William
Wilberforce. That’s before even Ric
Benson’s time. It is the oldest human
rights organization in the world.
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Behind me is a list of organizations working to end slavery that are either explicitly
Christian or were founded by Christians.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Restore International
International Justice Mission (IJM)
The Sold Project
Not for Sale Campaign
Polaris Project
Christian Solidarity Worldwide
Dalit Freedom Network
The Evangelical Alliance
Free the Slaves
Humanitarian Aid Relief Trust (HART)
Jubilee Action
Jubilee Campaign
Preda Foundation
Stop the Traffick
World Vision

All of these organizations are saving one person at a time out of slavery. Take the
organization HART, humanitarian aid relief trust. It was founded by a nurse Caroline
Cox. She was once in Sudan and met a man (Apin Akot) whose wife and children had
been captured in a raid on his village. The poor man sold everything he had, his
tools, his cattle and searched for months until he tracked his family down. He
offered the new ‘owner’ of his wife and children all he had and he was able to buy
back his wife but only one of his two daughters. Caroline Cox heard this man’s plight
and gave him money to buy his daughter back. The next time she met him he ran up
to her shouting “every morning I wake up and thank God because I could rescue my
daughter and now we are a family again.”
In preparing this message I think I’ve
easily read or watched over a hundred
stories just like that of people rescued
from slavery. And it’s given me goose
bumps every time a story I read seemed
to coincidentally happen at Christmas.
Like Caroline Cox, in the Sudan doing
humanitarian relief work as a nurse in
1985 on Christmas Day. She witnessed
devastating suffering and injustice. You
might think that this message is unusual
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for Christmas time, but Caroline Cox that Christmas day wrote that the birth of
Jesus’ wasn’t simply commemorated by wise men and shepherds. King Herod
ordered the murder of all infant boys in Bethlehem—a terribly evil and unjust thing.
It stands, though, as a reminder that Jesus’ birth was a bright light of hope, being
born into a world of injustice.
The point of this message isn’t about information, but inspiration. Be inspired by
what God has done. And if you do hear God’s quiet whisper, there are many things
you can do. You can contact anti-trafficking organizations for free literature to
educate yourself and others, read a monthly news letter, write to people to
advocate change, get involved with an organization, and of course pray. A whole list
of ideas can be found at a website in your notes called Zealous Love that contains
information and action you can take on any of the issues LOGOS is presenting on
today, should you feel that leading (http://www.zealouslove.org).
Finally, it’s worth finishing this section by
realizing that there is more to the issue of
slavery than the evil of human trafficking.
Jesus began his public ministry by reading
the prophecy of Isaiah that he came to
bring freedom for the prisoners. Jesus
today literally sets people free from the
bonds of actual slavery; but a powerful
lesson is that the deepest freedom comes
when he sets us free from spiritual
slavery. Romans 6:6 says “we should no
longer be slaves of sin”—bound to do what only brings guilt and leads to death. You
may never be called to rescue a person from actual slavery, but in looking at this
issue it’s a timely reminder of those near and dear to you in your lives who don’t
know the freedom Jesus offers. It’s also a reminder to examine ourselves, if there is
any area of sin in our lives that still holds us in captivity, because Jesus birth can
make all the difference to you this Christmas.
**DVD CLIP #1 “HIV/AIDS” (~2 minutes)**
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HIV/AIDS … The Difference this Baby Makes [BecW]
Recently I looked up the definition of the
word ‘champion’, expecting to see
something like “Bec White” or “someone
who wins” – oh wait a second... they’re
the same thing! But the first definition
was this: “One who comes forward in
defense of another or for a cause; one
who supports or maintains a cause or an
individual; a protector or vindicator.”
Tonight there are two individuals whose cause I want to come forward to support,
maintain and protect. Two people who I want to champion. The first is this little girl
and the millions of individuals that she represents. The second person I want to
champion is Jesus. His offer of life. His life in you. In me. In us and the church. We
are to be protectors, vindicators and voices. Christmas is about the incarnation: God
taking on flesh. God was our champion through the incarnation, saving us. In turn,
we are to be champions on the same mission as Jesus: loving those without hope.
Faith is 11 years old. Faith was not born in a manger. But it was close: a rundown
clinic in Uganda, where her single mother contracted the HIV virus from a
contaminated blood transfusion. Faith was orphaned at 5 when her mother died of
AIDS. She went into the care of her aunt and uncle, who also were both HIV positive
and now suffer from AIDS. She lives in poverty. She has never attended school and
has no access to antiretroviral drugs that help treat HIV. She is HIV positive as a
result of breastfeeding as a baby. Faith faces an impending death sentence. This
story, and others like it, is all too typical of the HIV/AIDS world pandemic.
This is unquestionably one of the
greatest emergencies facing the human
family today. HIV is a virus that destroys
the immune system of the body and
when fully developed it becomes AIDS,
with a slow death the sad end from any
number of causes or infections.
Now, most people associate AIDS/HIV
with sex. Whilst AIDS is transmitted
through unsafe sex, this stigma does not
bring justice to millions of innocent people infected by no fault of their own. It is
transmitted through blood and body fluids. Women, children, nurses, and
missionaries are infected by child birth, breast milk, blood transfusions, and caring
for the wounds of their sick family members or patients. They are often victims of
crimes or accidents.
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HIV/AIDS is destroying the young adult
generation: the mums and dads, the
young farmers and their families, the
workers. Those in society who should
care and provide for the young and the
old instead need care from their children
and grandparents. It creates vast
numbers of the most vulnerable people –
the widows and the orphans.
Approximately 10,000 people die from
AIDS every day, with 46 million people
infected with the virus globally. Over 500 people have died of AIDS since I started
talking.
In the Christmas story God comes down.
Down from the heights of absolute being
and into time and space, down into
humanity, down further still to the very
roots of the nature He created. He came
down to come up again, and bring the
whole ruined world up with Him. He
touched the leper, a disease with equal
stigma and consequences attached to it
as AIDS. He forgave the adulterous
women, befriended the ragamuffins and
He dined with the riff raff.
In his descent, AIDS victims can find a
Saviour who understands their suffering.
He came down from heaven to earth,
from glory to germs, from perfect
wholeness to a world of disease,
infections, injury and dangers. Like those
with HIV/AIDS, Jesus Christ was a baby
with a death sentence on his head. He
was exposed to the foulness of a poverty
stricken manger, stamped not only with
a physical stigma of being born poor, but
a social stigma of being born out of marriage. Jesus could walk beside an AIDS victim
and empathize with the sullied identity they carry. Jesus then asks us to get down,
down from our glory, our wholeness—into the world of the least and broken, and as
He did, bring them hope and life.
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We read in Mark the story of Jesus touching the leper, a man considered as the
least, the lowest, with a social and physical death sentence. The woman at the well
had been given a social death sentence because of her sin; the adulterous women
faced death by stones until Jesus challenged the judgement handed to her. The man
labelled with insanity, death of the mind, He was set free. Every story shows the
difference this baby makes: the awesomeness of God entering the smallness, even
the decay of earthly life.
And so Christ calls us to imitate his
example. We are to demonstrate the
greatness of God by serving others, those
with AIDS or those we are next to on the
bus or at work. AIDS sufferers have an
outward virus of the body, but familiar to
the entire human race, we have an
inward virus of the soul. Sin separates us
from life, from God, and brings death. In
fact its only wages are death. But like the
lepers, like those with AIDS, like those we
think are defiled, contaminated and untouchable, Jesus defied the death sentence.
During this season of Christmas we are called to remember the gift of eternal life
that was given to us. Because of the life of this baby, salvation is here.
Salvation is what God has done to death,
in all its forms—in the incarnation and
then the resurrection of Jesus Christ.
Salvation is what happens to you and me
and the whole world in spite of death.
The ultimate trade off, death for life, was
on that cross.
AIDS accelerates the process of death
and hurls our last enemy right up to our
face. All disease is a reminder. While
AIDS raises an exhausting list of temporal issues that must be addressed, for the
Christian it also raises the supremacy of Christ. Death is not the ultimate, Jesus is.
Let AIDS and disease not bring death to your hope and stifle your desire to help.
Jesus demonstrated that in His kingdom, death is not the final boarding call.
Immanuel—God is with us. The greatest came to the least. This is the difference that
Jesus the baby in a manger has made, for the victims of AIDS and death, and those
facing death in whatever form it appears. This Christmas it’s worth hearing the story
of Faith and the thousands of men, women and children all over the globe who face
this terrible life-robbing disease.
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God came as a baby to serve others. How
can we follow suit? What cause will we
champion? Who can we serve? Maybe
it’s those with AIDS or another disease;
maybe it’s those who are homeless,
living in poverty, abused, mentally ill; or
maybe it’s those who wear a suit to work
every day, dying inside just to get ahead.
Whose skin, wound, or life can you touch
that no one else will? How can you bring
the love of Jesus to those overlooked?
Jesus came down and washed our wounds—it’s our turn to do the same.
What does all this mean? It means that true disciples of Jesus follow this same
trajectory, heaven to earth, houses to gutters, safety to danger. On the front line
there are countless Christians who have followed Jesus down to serve and embrace
those considered the scum of the earth.
How does this look? It starts with
Christians like Denis and Sue Wadley,
who had the full weight of HIV/AIDS
land on them during a holiday to South
Africa. They simply raised money and
funds, loose change that they then
donated to World Vision and other
AIDS specific organisations. After 8
years it resulted in them founding
Bridges of Hope—a foundation that
deals with not only the physical needs
of HIV/AIDS sufferers, but the social chaos left behind. In the name of Jesus they
have created job opportunities, improved the health and nutrition of communities,
addressed the stigma of AIDS, and prolonged the lives of those with it.
Closer to home: it looks like the Chapman family, who hold a World Vision craft
market sale at their house every year—with all the funds going directly back to the
people in developing nations facing death and disease. Or it looks like my sister
Sarah, who entered into a hot, run-down birthing suite in Nigeria, often the only one
who would deliver the baby of a HIV positive woman, and the only one who held the
baby as it drew its first and final breath. Perhaps it looks like you and me getting a
plastic cup from our cupboard and putting it on the bench in the kitchen, our school
tuck-shop line or the front counter of our work, chucking in our change and
encouraging others to do so, then giving the money away. Or dropping in our coffee
money instead of buying another Star Bucks for the week. It’s raising awareness,
and walking alongside those in need, just as God humbly came to walk with us.
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Jesus modeled a way of living that
incarnated the reign, the kingship of
God. That reign did not spread primarily
by organizations and systems. It spread
like the very diseases we have spoken
about. Through touch, through breath,
through life. It spread through people
infected by love, inspired by God to
serve—people who champion this King
and His kingdom. What difference does
this baby make? He has given us a
mandate, to embrace hurting people as He embraced a hurting world. But He also
gives us the ultimate hope of eternal life. And it all started with something big
entering something tiny in a little town called Bethlehem.
**DVD CLIP #2 “LIVING WATER” (1 min 30 secs)**

HUNGER & THIRST … The Difference this Baby Makes [TamW]
The pastor from the clip we just saw
understands the difference Jesus’ birth
makes perfectly. He said “if we come
with a well, they know we are serving
them because Jesus taught us to. And
Jesus came to serve, and we are serving
in turn and through all this help we will
build the kingdom of God here.”
Access to food that is safe to eat and
water that is clean to drink is the third
way we’ll explore today of how Jesus’ birth has made a difference around the world.
I know personally I experienced difficult times growing up when we needed to
collect a couple of hampers from the Salvos to see us through a few weeks. But
truthfully, we never reached a point where we felt we would actually go without
food or water; or even worried about getting sick because of the water we drink.
But that is not the reality around the world. The world is greatly in need. As
Australia struggles with overeating and obesity, the developing world is starving.
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The statistics can barely be
comprehended. 1.1 billion people lack
access to fresh water and 925 million
people were malnourished in 2010.
Because of poor water, every year, there
are 4 billion cases of diarrhoea and this
leads to more than 2.2 million deaths
from something that is entirely
preventable and entirely treatable.
9 million die from hunger and hunger related issues—that is 25,000 people every
day. In combination, that is 31,000 people or the equivalent of 74 jumbo jets
crashing every day, or one person dying every 3 seconds. Obviously these aren’t just
numbers. The whole point of our presenting on these issues is to speak about a
problem that exists in the world, and to see how Jesus’ birth has made a difference.
Christianity is part of the answer to some of humanities most pressing needs; this is
something the church should be proud of and something that can inspire us to do
what we can.
While Jesus told us we won’t be able to fulfil all human need this side of heaven, He
made it pretty clear that He doesn’t want us to ignore it. I know when I see numbers
that big, and problems so overwhelming, I feel like I don’t even know where to
begin. The best answer I found came from a quick witted, little nurse who lived a
beautiful life of love. …
Mother Teresa said “I began with one.”
She went on to impact the lives of
millions. Like the stories of Christians
rising up to fight slavery and work with
those with HIV and AIDS, Christians have
gone into the world to help one life at a
time.
And that is precisely the difference Jesus’
birth has made. His Kingdom impacts one
life at a time. Serving was everything to
Jesus. It’s evident in his teaching on the Good Samaritan or his kneeling down to
wash his disciples’ feet.
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The birth of Jesus really did usher in a
new kingdom. Not only did Jesus come to
profoundly meet our spiritual needs; he
demonstrated how he cared about our
physical needs also. God took on flesh—
born into a poor family in a dry and dusty
land. God knows what it is to be hungry;
to be thirsty. In terms of food and water,
it’s no coincidence that Jesus described
himself as the bread of life, and also said
“If anyone is thirsty, let him come to me
and drink. Whoever believes in me, as the Scripture has said, streams of living water
will flow from within him” (John 7:37-38).
We rightly remember that on the cross Jesus removed our sin and secured us life
after death. But eternal life starts right now. Jesus talks about meeting the unique
needs we each have so that we can live life to the full, our deepest hunger and thirst
satisfied and quenched in him.
Jesus came to bring abundant life, and
for many that has to start with good food
and fresh water. After crowds of people
had travelled long distances to learn
from him, and ran out of food, Jesus did
not say fasting would make them more
spiritual and holy. Instead, we have two
powerful accounts where Jesus saw
people were hungry and he provided
them with food—feeding 5000 and then
the 4000. It’s easy to see the miracle he
did and miss that Jesus made everyone an awesome tuna sandwich!
Jesus also taught about meeting the needs of others. In Matthew 25 where the
sheep and the goats are separated, with the goats sent to hell, the goats are the
ones who did not look after the poor, hungry, homeless and imprisoned.
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Because of this, out of love, Jesus’
followers have sought to cater for the
world. Jesus gave his followers a new
motive for feeding the hungry and
helping the sick. And for 2,000 years
Christians have passionately pursued this
mission. I know of a scholar who
extensively searched the records of
ancient history and could find not one
account of an organized charitable effort
prior to Christ. Not one. Yet after Christ,
charity and benevolence flourished. Historian after historian verifies the same thing:
the early Christian church had a great record of helping the needy.
That’s where the story of Santa Clause comes from. It ultimately points back to
Christ. The story of Saint Nicholas unquestionably arose within the Christian
tradition: and is a legend symbolic of the spirit of giving that marks the birth of
Jesus. The first Christmas gift was God to the world.
The difference this gift can make to a lack of water and food for those in need is that
it has inspired Christians to give of their lives, their time, and their resources.
Today, it is hard to estimate how many
Christian organizations are partnering
with individuals, communities and
countries to see long-term change.
Some worth mentioning:
• World Vision
• Tear International
• Compassion
• Kitgum Childcare Servants
• CAFOD & DIAS
• Church Action on Poverty
• Micah Challenge
• Iris Minitries
• LightHouse Ministries
• Blood:Water Mission
• Bread for the World
• Children’s Hunger Fund
• Association of Gospel Rescue Missions (AGRM)
• Freedom from Hunger
• Life Wind
• Living Water International
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Here in our church, Droplets in a Stream partnered with a group of entrepreneurial
guys to start a water business and now those guys provide water into one of the
poorest slums in Kenya.
In Mozambique, there is a village where
the people are walking 18 hours ONE
WAY to get water! They sleep over night
and then come home the next day—two
villagers just died from lack of water. Iris
Ministries in April will bring relief to this
village by drilling a well for this
community.
Living Water International started when
a group of Christians decided to build a
well in Africa, moved by the debilitating effect of unclean water. For four years they
persisted and didn’t hit any water. After the four years they hit gold. Today they
almost always find water when they drill, and are partnering to build and provide
safe and clean water around the world.
When we were in Nepal at the start of
the year, we visited an orphanage run by
an amazing Pastor, Raju Sundas, and his
wife Samita. Now they all had water but
they and the kids were constantly sick.
The solution: install a water filter. The
kids stopped getting sick! Now they
ensure all their buildings have installed
water filters. This same Pastor back in
2005 saw a need for the street children
in Kathmandu and set up a street
feeding program. Every Saturday, they now feed over 500 homeless or poor children
and that is something that is supported in prayer and financially by a small group
from our church.
When committed Christians see the
world through Jesus’ eyes, they are
determined to make a better life for
others. For Jesus offers far more than
good food and fresh water. Jesus offers
eternal life.
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If You Follow This Baby, What Difference Will YOU Make? [TamW]
Today’s message has looked at the
difference this one baby has made on
three of the biggest problems in the
world: slave trafficking, HIV/AIDS, and
food and water. We have shared with
you the extent of human need in these
three areas through figures, facts and
stories. Being Logos, there is no shortage
of information! But as Brendan said at
the start, our goal goes beyond
information to inspiration.
It’s only 13 days to Christmas, and we want this message to remind you about a part
of Christmas we easily overlook. Jesus’ birth into this world to a virgin wasn’t simply
an isolated and unusual miracle; it was history changing.
It was the beginning of a Kingdom
described by Isaiah as being one of
justice and righteousness now and
forever. Jesus’ birth and life makes a
difference not only to what happens
when we die; it makes a massive
difference to people right now; because
of Jesus we can squarely face the mess
this world is in. Whether we are slaves
to sin, the dejected, forgotten, the
hungry or thirsty, Jesus was born for all
of us. He brought freedom for the captives, love and mercy for the leper, and he is
the living water and bread of life to all who want him this Christmas.
Let’s dust off the nativity scenes and see how radical it is to know, love and identify
with Jesus—to be a sign of God’s Kingdom here on earth. Talking about slavery,
AIDS, global hunger and thirst, might seem out of place at Christmas. But you can’t
talk about the gospel, the good news of Jesus’ birth, separate from people’s needs.
It’s why Jesus’ own brother, James, wrote that faith without works is dead. It’s why
we don’t read the story of Jesus sending the 5,000 home hungry, or turning away
from an unclean leper. It’s why a manager in Bethlehem lead to a cross in Jerusalem.
The difference this baby made is ultimate.
Christianity—if it wasn’t part of the answer to the problems of the world—would be
irrelevant. It would just be another introspective belly-button gazing faith. Let’s
remember this Christmas how much of a positive and powerful difference Jesus’
birth has made and goes on making.
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To an evil like human slavery it’s meant
thousands of lives being freed, and
children saved from prostitution by
Christians who remember Jesus was
himself once an innocent child. It’s
meant we are no longer slaves to our
sins: the man addicted to pornography
can have freedom; the young girl trapped
in a prison of self-loathing about how she
looks can be rescued. The effect of Jesus’
birth on the HIV/AIDS pandemic is that
his birth inspires Christians to touch the untouchable, hold the dying and care for
the sick, to take compassion to the world—to start orphanages for AIDS babies and
provide free anti-viral drugs. To problems like world hunger and thirst, it’s seen in
Christians digging wells, pastors handing out food, thousands of feeding programs
and countless other efforts of partnering with communities.
If you are left wondering what LOGOS was trying to say this Christmas, it’s simply
this: Jesus’ birth has transformed our world. Be inspired that God’s Kingdom of
justice and righteous births solutions to even that biggest problems humanity faces.
Can you see the difference this one birth made?
Ultimately this message was never about
facts and figures. The good news is there
is only one take away point, and only one
challenge:
What difference does God want my birth,
and my life to make in this world?

To finish tonight, could the band come up and together we’ll sing a familiar
Christmas carol “Joy to the World.” Instead of just singing this as a carol, really pay
attention to the words and respond to their meaning.
Joy to the World the Lord has come
Let Earth receive her King
If you feel led, take this as an opportunity to follow Jesus so that your birth will
make a difference in the world.
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RESPONSIVE ACTIVITIES
1. Read Isaiah 9:6-7 then scan a newspaper to see the state the world is in. How has Jesus’
birth made a difference? Spend time asking God how your birth could make a difference.
2. Use www.zealouslove.org to research needs and next steps on a world issue of choice.
3. Consider using World Vision ‘Smiles’, Christian Blind Mission’s (CBM) catalogue, or some
other organizations way to give a gift this Christmas to the most needy, like Jesus’ birth.
4. Download from http://logos.kbc.org.au/blog/resources/logos-talks/baby/ the Small Group
Guide for this talk, with activities, questions, thought provoking leads, and full notes.

To Follow in This Baby’s Footsteps …
Check out and consider partnering with one of these Christian organizations:
Blood:Water mission
Lifewater international
Opportunity International
Thirstrelief.org
Water.cc
Worldwater.org
Thinkoutsidethebottle.org
Worldvision
Bread for world
Children’s hunger fund
Association of gospel rescue missions
40 hour famine or fasting
www.fao.org/wfd
www.feedingamerica.org
www.fh.org
www.freedomfromhunger.org
www.lifewind.org
www.wfp.org
http://www.dropletsinastream.com.au/
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Recommended Reading …
Mike and Danae Yankoski, Zealous Love: A Practical Guide to Social Justice.
Alvin J. Schmidt and Paul L. Maier, Under the Influence: How Christianity
Transformed Civilization.
Alister McGrath, Incarnation (Truth and the Christian Imagination).
James Choung, True Story: A Christianity Worth Believing In.
Rob Bell, Jesus Wants to Save Christians: A Manifesto for the Church in Exile.
Chap Clark and Kara Powell, Deep Justice in a Broken World.
Tim Keller, Ministries of Mercy: The Call of the Jericho Road, 2d edition.
Eldin Villafañe, Beyond Cheap Grace: A Call to Radical Discipleship, Incarnation, and
Justice.
Dietrich Bonhoeffer, The Cost of Discipleship.
Darrell Guder, The Incarnation and the Church's Witness.
Rodney Stark, For the Glory of God: How Monotheism Led to Reformations, Science,
Witch-Hunts, and the End of Slavery.
Rodney Stark, The Rise of Christianity: How the Obscure, Marginal, Jesus Movement
Became the Dominant Religious Force.
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“Let anyone who is thirsty come to me and drink.
Whoever believes in me, as Scripture has said,
rivers of living water will flow from within them.”
—Jesus, John 7:37-38
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